
Q.5 The pascal law is applied in _____ Brakes. 

(Disc/Hydraulic/Mechanical)  (CO-06)

Note: Objectives type questions. All questions are 

compulsory.  (10x1=10)

SECTION-A

Q.1 The outer portion of tyre made up of synthetic 

rubber which rolls on road is called________. 

(cushion/tread/spokes)   (CO-03)

Q.2 The tyre and tubes fitted on the outer circular 

portion of wheel is called_________. 

(rim/shim/flast base rim)  (CO-03)

Q.3 The suspension system prevents the______ 

from being transmitted to the vehicle frame. 

(Shocks / road shocks)  (CO-01)

Q.4 In an independent front end suspension a 

_______ is used.  (CO-01)
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Q.30 Illustrate the functions of the traffic lights 

signals.    (CO-09)

Q.29 In case of vacuum brakes, how we rectify the 

fault of pedal feels springy.                    (CO-08)

Q.31 How front end  safety is achieved?        (CO-09)

SECTION-D 

Q.32 Classify the important points for safe driving?   

  (CO-09)

Q.33 Explain the cross-ply and radial -ply tyres with 

the help of diagrams and their advantages and 

disadvantages.    (CO-03) 

Q.35 Illustrate the construction and working of 

vacuum brake system.                          (CO-06)

Note: Long answer type questions. Attempt any three 

questions out of four questions.         (3x10=30)

Q.34 Illustrate the different type of suspension 

springs. How do they work.                   (CO-01)

Q.36 What are the important points of safe driving.   

  (CO-09)

(Note: Course outcome/CO is for office use only)

Q.28 Describe the main parts of air brake system. `                                                                 

  (CO-06)
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Q.19 Reason for sluggish operation in vacuum 

Brakes.  (CO-09)

Q.16 What is break lining?  (CO-07)

Q.20 What are the duties of First Aider?         (CO-09)

Q.21 What is fire fighting ?                             (CO-09)

Note: Short answer type questions. Attempt any eight 

questions out of ten questions. (8x5=40)

Q.23 What are the causes of sagging of spring 

remedial measures in suspension system?                                       

  (CO-02)

Q.24 What is the principle of operation of hydraulic 

shock absorber?                                   (CO-05)

Q.27 What are the reasons of Fade fault in hydraulic 

brake system?  (CO-08)

Q.17 What is shoe brake adjusting?  (CO-06)

Q.25 Illustrate the factors affecting wheel and tyre 

assembly balance.                               (CO-01)

Q.22 Why seat belt is used in four wheeler?   (CO-09)

SECTION-C 

Q.18 Name the main components of air hydraulic 

braking system.  (CO-08) 

Q.26 Describe various types of disc brakes.  (CO-06)
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Q.9 The unplanned, unexpected event causes 

injury to a person and damage to vehicle is 

called an _________.  (CO-09)

Q.10 Anti braking system, Traction control system &  

Electronic stability program are come under 

_______ safety system.   (CO-09)

Q.6 The Heart of the hydraulic brake system is 

______.(cylinder/ master/cylinder/ slave 

cylinder wear)  (CO-06)

Q.7 The leakage in brake line causes_____ in 

brake system. (failure/ success/ master 

cylinder)  (CO-07)

Q.8 The Air hydraulic brakes is termed as 

_______. (Power brake/ hydraulic brake/ disc 

brake).  (CO-06)

Q.12 Define spring - rate.                              (CO-01) 

Note: Very Short answer type questions. Attempt any 

ten questions out of twelve questions. (10x2=20)

Q.15 What are anti skid devices?                  (CO-08)

Q.11 What is the use of suspension system? (CO-01)

Q.13 What is the purpose of Hand brake?     (CO-06)

Q.14 What is the function of master cylinder?(CO-06)

SECTION-B 

(2)
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